We give a sufficient condition on a p-bloek of a finite group under which the block is /»-radical. 
Let k [G] be the group algebra of a finite group G over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. We call G p-radical if the induced module (kp)G = kp <S>k¡p] k [G] from the trivial Â:[.P]-module kp is semisimple as a right k[G]-module where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G (see [T; F, VI, 6] ). Koshitani [Ko] showed that if the vertex vx(V) of V is contained in Ker V (the kernel of V) for any simple A:[G]-module V then G is p-radical. We generalize this to a p-block form. Let B be a p-block of G and es be the block idempotent in k[G] corresponding to B. We call B p-radical if (kp)G -es is a semisimple k[G]-module following Tsushima [T] . [Ko, Theorem] . If the vertex of V is contained in Ker V for any simple k[G]-module V, then G is p-radical.
